WTTM 2012 Travel Grants

WTTM 2012, along with Transform and EuroTM would like to encourage participation at the workshop. WTTM 2012 will partially reimburse travel, accommodation, and registration costs based on need. The number and amount of awards will be determined based on the available budget and the applications received.

Eligible to apply are researchers, PhD and graduate student. The selection process may give preference to students presenting their published paper at WTTM 2012.

Application Materials

Applications should be sent by e-mail with the subject "WTTM 2012 Travel Grant Application" to WTTM 2012 grants chair, Alessia Milani (alessia DOT milani AT labri DOT fr) with the subject line "WTTM 2012 Travel Grant ".

Each application should include the following:

- Name
- Affiliation
- Address
- Expected Expenses (broken down as registration, travel, and lodging)
- Current position. For student, we request to specify: the Type of student (PhD, MS, undergraduate, etc.); Number of years that the applicant have been a student in the current program, and expected date of completion; Name and email address of the advisor.
- Title and Authors of paper presenting at WTTM 2012 workshop (if any)
- A short paragraph (maximum 150 words) describing briefly the motivation to attend WTTM 2012 (e.g., to present a paper). (Ascii/text attachment is ok also for this paragraph)

Deadlines and Dates

Application due June 5, 2012.
Award decisions made around June 10, 2012.